
THE RITUAL OF FIRE KUB 43.62 (CTH 457.8 ):

A M YTHOLOGEM AGAINST SH INGLES?

RiTA FRANCIA'

lt was Prof. A . Ünal, in h is well-known artie le about the term inology of the parts of a tree,

that first brought KUB 43.62 (CTH 457.8) to the attention of seholars. This faseinating, but un-

fortunately ineom plete text, begins w ith som e typical ritual phrases to introduee a historiola

about fire (Ünal, 1992: 493-500):tsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

(1)qponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAn-an-[z)a-kan rgapiı?nanz-rNt ney[azi)? He wraps him with his yarn. (2) He presses it on

(2) n-at-si(e)-san a[nta}ki tameikizzi H his lumbar region [--). (3) When the cloud goes to

(3) mabban-ma-si-kan a/pas tepu paizzi [nu-sF)
him a little, and body can resist it, then he [puts"]

(4) tuigganza mazzazi n-at-iite)- sa [n da;?) /
it (: varn', cloud') on him / (5) and conjures him
as follows:

(5) bukkeskezzi-ma-an kissan

pabbur sa [it) (6) SA dUTUDUMU-SU 'Fire became enraged, (6) son of Sun god

n-at wet GEMLKJIHGFEDCBA
6

-atıti pait lt began to wander in the night

nı-at) / (7) GEKJIHGFEDCBA
6

-anti ulestat MUS iwar and it (7) is slipped/sneaked in the night like a
s n a k e ,

[n-at-za) / (8) taruptat kunkuliyatiyas i[war) / / [and it) gathered [itself)like a k u n k u l iy a t i ,

(9) partaittat SA NIM.LAL < iwar >' (9) lt disentangled? <Iike> a bee,

watkuta[t) (10) SA TIsMUSENiwar it took off (10) like an eagle.

ANA TIsMuSEN-mabalu[gas pait) The messa[ge) [went) to the eagle

(11) KASKAL-siikunirrıos NU.GAL (11) During the journey there was no cold.

iii (1) L[U ) (2) n-an x x-x-x x-zi [ ... ) / iii (1) The rnajn .......) (2) and him x x-x-x x-zi [ ... ) /

(3) G1Skapanu-ma-za-kan MUS barzi (3) The snake holds the lower part (: near roots),

[--) (4) istamo pedi-ma-at-za-kan NIM.LAL barzi / [--) (4) but the bee holds it in the middle;

(5) GISlabburnuzzias-san ser TIsMUSENtiyait] (5) the eagle has perched on its branches,

(6) katta-ma-an-za-an GıSgapanu-ssi<t> MUS-as (6) while the snake around its trunk/its base (:
(7) neyat near its roots) (7) has wrapped itself;

iitama pedi-ma-kan NIM.LAL ney[at) / (8) but the bee has surrounded the middle part.

nu-isan "Gutzanztpai SA - u x[) (9) buittiyannai (8) And "Gulzanzlpa' of the Storm god" k[i- .... ) (9)

continues to pull .

* La Sapienza- Rome.

1 CHD (P: 197 ff.); Collins (1989: 213).

2 About "Gulzanzipa see Ünal (1992: 499).

3 Probably the historiola ends here.
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Not long ago, H. C. Melchert examined this text in the margin of his discussion of the wordqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAan-

taka- "Ioins", and reaffirmed Ünal's supposition, that the initiallines, unfortunately lost, could

be the beginning of a medical ritual: "The doctor NN speaks as follows: if somebody gets sick

(..), then (s)he wilf treat him in the following way / its in can ta tion is as follows" (Ünal, 1992:

495; Melchert, 2003: 285).

The fire, itt. pal]l]ur, is involved in the telling of the historiola. Scholars have associated this

myth with that of the Disappearing god, due its structure, the use of certain words and the

eventsMLKJIHGFEDCBAd e s c r i b e d " , It is, however, remarkable that the principal figure is not a divine being, as

usual, but the fire ltself". Starting from these reflections, the historiola will be reviewed here

with the addition of further considerations on its meaning.

The presence of the verbs söi- and ulai- (ii 5 pal]l]ur sai[t]; ii 7 n-at GE6-arı-ti ulestat) do inde-

ed suggest an association of this text to the mythologem of the Disappearing god; in fact, the-

se verbs also occur in the myth of Telipinu (CTH 324. A, KUB 17. LO,Vs. 113; 1122') (Melchert,

2003). The verb sö(y)ie-, söi- "to became su Ilen, a n g r v '" also occurs in the narration of the

disappearance of Anzili and Zukki (KUB 33. 6 7 , i 2 6 ' dAn-zi-li-is-za sa-a-it d[Zu-uk-ki-is-za sa-a-

if] "Anzili became angry, [Zukki became angrv'[)", The poorly documented verb ulai- occurs in

the mythological telling of the so-called Foundations rituals' (CTH 414 ); this verb is not easy

to transiate, as Ünal himself has noted".

The largest and best-preserved version ofthe Disappearing god myth is the Disappearance of

Telipinu, whose typical structure can be outlined as follows:

anger of god - display of anger - departure - hiding - ruin - gods' banquet - involvement of

the eagle to search for him - failure of the mission - involvement of "Hannahanna and the

bee - finding - magical ritual act to placate - return of the god - return of welfare".

The eagle usually appears during a divine banquet: a 'great god', dU or dUTU, gives a banquet

and invites all the other gods in order to decide what to do. This is a very interesting literary

motif, expressed by the formulaic phrase dX EZEN-an l]alzaiS (Torri, 2010: 383-394).

The narrative structure of the Disappearing god is only in part retraceable in the mythologem

of the Disappearing fire, because a large part of the text is lost. In the preserved text, it fol-

lows the basic scheme only in the first six sections and with significant variations:ZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

Disappearing god D isappearing fire

Anger of gad Anger of pablJur (palJbur sait)

Display of anger ---------------

Departure Departure (n-at GE
6

wet)

4 Ünal (1992: 495and n. 12); Melchert (2003: 285). For use of fire in Mesopotamian and Hittite rituals see
Mouton (2006: 251-264).

5 Polvani (1990: 14 ff.) attended to a summary of deities represented in this mythological theme.

6 CHD (Sıı : 24).

7 Melchert (2003:498 ff.) with literature; KUB 29. 1, i 33 ki-nu-na-ai-ma-os-eo LUGAL-us I[a-bja-ar-na-as (34)KJIHGFEDCBA

ü - la i - n u - u n "now i myself, the king, the labarna, (34) slipped/sneaked in among you", see Francia (20l2: 79-

105).

8 The traditional scheme of telling about the Disappearing god is shown more concisely by Pecchioli Daddi
(1990: 58): anger, disappearance, ruin, research, magical act, placation, return, welfare.
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Hiding HidingqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA(n-at GEMLKJIHGFEDCBA
6KJIHGFEDCBAu te s ta ı ı

RuinZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA---------------

Gads' banquet ---------------

Invalvement of eagle and after of other Involvement of eagle to search for
animals to search for him him (ANA TIgMUSEN_ma)balu[gas

pait])

--------------------------- ---------------------------

As the above table illustrates, only same topoi from the the me of the Disappearing gad are

present in the histariola of the Disappearing fire. The display of anger, for example, is absent.

In other Disappearing gad myths, such as the disappearance of Telipinu, of the gad of the

scribe Pirwa, of - u of Kuliwisna, of Anzili and Zukki, the motif is present and shown by wea-

ring various garments backwards". Other the me missing in the Disappearing fire is the gods'

banquet and the usual description of confusian and negative consequences caused by the

disappearance of the protagonist.

This last omission, the disappearance of the protagonist, mav be explained by the conside-

ration that, in this text, that is precisely the goal to be achieved using medical and magical

practices. The fire is the negativity in the affected patient that must be rernoved'". This is a

very significant variation to the the me if compared to the other tales of the Disappearing

Gad. While there the god's disappearance causes a real disruption among all living things,

victims of all sorts of calamities, here the disappearance of patJbur is positive: indeed it is the

pain to be driven back. Here we can see the distortion ofthe basic the me ofthe Disappearing

gad: the disappearance of patJtJur is wished for, because it is precisely its presence to throw

the original staus quo into confusian and to cause a negative situation for the patient. Its

disappearance will restore the positive original condition, which coincides with the healing

of the patient.

lt is alsa interesting to note the epithet attributed to the fire: SA dUTU DUMU-SU "son of

the Sun" (ii 6 ) . To my knowledge, this is the only occurrence in Hittite documentation, whe-

re fire is called as such. Aside from the importance that this epithet has within the mytho-

logical and religious sphere, it should be observed that it does not take its normal position,

according to Hittite syntax: indeed, it is outside of the sentence, although it is in appositio-

nal function to patJburll. Such positioning mav have been chosen for stvlistic reasons: it is

9 Telipinu puts his shoes on the wrong feet, Polvani (1990: 78), while in all other myths the gods alsa put their

garments on backwards: see the disappearance of the - u of Asrnunikal (CTH 326, A Vs. 7' ff. 'The Storm God of

Asmunikal became enraged and [he drew his .... backward and drew ]his [ ...] forward. [He put his right] shoe

on his left foot'), - u of the scribe Pirwa (CTH 328, Vs. i 3' ff'he ran with the right shoe [on his left foot and with]

the left [shoe] on his right foot and [with the front of his garment on backward'L or - u of Kuliwisna (CTH 329,

Vs. II ff. '[He drew] on backward [the front of his garmerıt], he put his left foot in [the right sho]e'), as well as

the disappearance of Anzili and Zukki (CTH 333.A, Vs. I 26' ff. '[she put the left] shoe on her right foot, [the

right shoe] on the left foot. A garment [ ...]. She pinned breast ornaments on the back of her divine robes; she

let the rear of her veil fa ii down in front, while the front she let fa ii down in back'); see Pecchio/i Daddi (1990:

104,106,108), and Polvani (1990: 15 n. 31); Beckman (1983: 72-73).

10 Melchert (2003: 284): "symptoms of the illness include a burning sensatian".

11 For the position of apposition in Hittite sentence, see Starke (1977: 155 f.).
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placed outside of the normal boundaries of the sentence, in order to hlghlight the epithet

itself. But another explanation could be that the phraseqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBASA dUTU DUMU-SU was added only

after the writing of the original sentence, which probably was limited to simply paMur

sait. In all tales concerning the Disappearing god, he who disappears is a deity (Telipinu,

the Storm god, Anzili and lukki, Hannahanna. ete.) and the verb used is sait. One might

imagine that the author or, perhaps more likely, the 'reciter / healer', automatically had

the basic structure of the mythologem of the Disappearing god in mind, when he wrote or

pronounced the sentence 'pabbur sait'12. However, he would have been aware that pabbur

could not be associated with any divine characteristic or descent and probably would have

wanted to overcome this discordance with the traditional pattern by adding the epithet

SA dUTU DUMU-SU. In this wav, pabbur could be included in the rank of the disappearing

deity, at least for filiation!

Another variation on the typical tale of the Disappearing god is the recipient of the mes-

sage in the formulaic expression ANA X balugas pait "the message came to X". In the his-

toriola of the 'Conjuration of Binding' the recipient is "Hannaharına (CTH 390A, KBo 3.8+

IV ( 9 ) nu A-NA dNIN.TUKJIHGFEDCBAh a - ıu - q a - a s pa-it); while in the disappearance of Anzili and lukki

it is the Sun god (CTH 333A, KUB 33.67 IV / ( 15) dUTU-i i ja - lu - ç a - a s pa-it); and in Telipinu

it is the eagle that carries the message to the Sun god (KUB 17.10, I 27' - 28' rbaı-a-ra-asMLKJIHGFEDCBA

M U S E N pa-it [nja-an U-UL u-e-mi-ya-at nu EGIR-pa dUTU-i rbaı-Iu-kan pe-e-da-as). Instead,

in the historiola of fire, the eagle itself is reached by the message. This is another variant

that testifies to the revival and adaptation of mythologems of the Disappearing god to the

situation of the text.

In the first lines of the text the word o to a i occurs. Ünal remarks that alpa- is not known to

him in similar contexts and puts forward the hypothesis that it could be alpan-, a name for

a malady (Ünal, 1992: 498); Melchert prefers alpas, meaning "faintness, weakness", drawing

comparisons with alpant- "swooned; weak, mild", HED ( ı . A: 38)( Melchert, 2003: 285).

The word alpa- occurs, of course, in mythological texts related to the Disappearing g o d " , but

also in ritual contexts and in combination with the treatment of disease, as in the 'Conjurati-

on of Fire' (Kellermann, 1987: 215-235):

KUB 17. 8 IV 7 nu-wc bar-sa-na-as-sa-an GIG-as kam-ma-ra-a-os ki-so-ru na-at ne-pt-sa pa-

id-du (8) IS-TU SU-ma-kan GIG-SU GE
6
-is KI-an-ıi-pa-as kar-ap-du (9) nu al-pa-as GIG-an U-UL

tar-ah-si no-an-ra se-er n e - p i - s a - o r ı - z o tar-ab-du (10) k a t - to - a n - r ıa - z a GE
6
-iS KI-as tar-ab-du

s~-pAT Ill-na'-as /

"IIIness of his head become fog and go to heaven (= evaporate)! (8) The black earth take away

his illness from the hand! (9) The cJoud does not win the iliness: the sky over annihilate it!

(10) The black earth below anrıihilate it! Conjuration of fire [".

In the following passage from the myth of the Storm god of Asrnunikal (CTH 326A), alpa- is

associated with something negative that must be eliminated, expressed by idalu "evll":

KUB 33. 21, CTH 326, IV 14' [...] 3-SU-pat kis-an me-ma-i (LS') [ ... ]x i-da-lu al-pa-an u - e z - i i

(16') [ ... ]x LU 010 ti-yo-zi (17') [ ... a]/-pa-as-sa ar-ba pa-iz-zi (18') [ ... a]/-pa-as-sa ü-ez-zi

12 About basic structure of mythologhems see Oettinger (2004: 347-356).

13 See,for example, the disappearance ofTelipinu, CTH335.17, KUB17.105, 'II 8' ınır-ta al-pa-os-or-ha wa-as-si-

[ t 1 t nu-us-sa-an ol-po-os (9') sa-rra-a' [--(-)]x, E.Rieken et al. (ed.), hethiter.net/: CTH335.17 (TX2009-08-28).
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"[ ...]he says so just for three times: '[---] x evil goes to theZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAcloudMLKJIHGFEDCBA( 1 6 ') [ - - - ] x man XXX ( 1 7 ') [ . . . . ]

and the cloud goes away; ( 1 8 ') [ . . .] and the cloud comes ".

The wordqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAalpa-, therefore, could just mean "doud", as in the other two passages. It probably

alludes to fumes or vapors produced by the combustion or infusion of herbs and aromatic

substances in order to expel evil through the use of fire, as a means of purification". Fumiga-

tions were often used in antiquity, and are stili practiced taday by same ethnic groups and in

traditional medicine, to cure various afflictiorıs".

Melchert attributes the meaning "Iains" to antaka-, specifying: "it refers to the middle of the

body, especially as the seat of sexuality, a range covered by the now obsolete English "Iains"

". According to the attestations, i think that antaka- is to be understood in a broad sense: the

central part of the body that mayaıso indude the sexual organs, as alsa the same Melchert

clarifies in his study. Among the occurrences of antaka- proposed by Melchert, two are rele-

vant for their meaning: KUB 1 1 .2 0 i 5 - 2 1 and KUB 9 .2 7 + , i 3 4 :

KUB 1 1 .2 0 i 5 - 2 1 ( 5 ) GAL DUMUMES.E.GALSfGku-un-za-an ( 6 ) da-a-i ta GIS-i ba-ma-an-ki / ( 7 )

ta GAL LlJMESG1SBANSUR(8) G1SBANSUR-azga-an-ki / (9) GAL LU.MESUS.BARSfGBABBARSfGSA
s
( 1 0 )

an-da im-mi-ya-zi ( 1 1 ) ta is-bu-uz-zi-in ( 1 2 ) ANA GAL DUMUMES.E.GALpa-a-i ( 1 3 ) na-an-za-an-

kanKJIHGFEDCBAa n - ta - k i - i s - s i (dupl. KUB 1 1 .2 5 , 1 1 1 9 'an-ta-ki-it-ti) da-a-i '"the chief of the palace officials

takes wool k. and ties it onto a (piece of) wood. The chief of the table-men hangs (it) from a

table. The chief of the weavers mingles white and red wool and gives the beit to the chief of

the palace officials; he puts it to his waist".

In this passage a cord of white and red wool wrapped together is put on the area of the body

defined antaka-like a beit (ishizzin). Belts are usually worn around the waist area or immedi-

ately below it, around the lumbar region;

KUB 7 .5 + , 9 .2 7 i 3 3 n a -a s -m a -w a - z o DUMU.MUNUS su-up-pe-es-sar-as ( 3 4 ) [ x - x - ı la - a t ' nu-

w a -a s - s i - k iu ı a n -d a - k i - i t - n - i s - s i ( 3 5 ) kat-ta-an-ta pa-it nu-wa k a - o - a s ta - a n - tu - k e - e s - r ıa - a s

DUMU-as ( 3 6 ) sa-ak-na-as s e - e - h u - r ıa - a i n u - u t i - d u - u s - s a - a n U -U L ( 3 7 ) u-e-mi-ya-at II 'Or

[x-x-t]a-af a virgin young woman. He went down into her belly. This human's son (is) feces

and urine!"?".

In agreement with the interpretation proposed by Melchert, a . refers here 'to a young

woman's "Iains'" or, preferably, 'belly'. From the two analyzed occurrences of the word, it is

dear that a . is arather broad region of the body, from the waist down, where you put a beit,

but alsa including the belly and sexual organs.

The word pabbur "fire" is used in the description of the symptoms of a disease: "fever, inf-

lammation, burning pain", and in this histariola it is used only in the latter meaning, "burning

pain". In this text a fire is described; that is, a 'burning sensation', which winds around the

lumbar region. The healer cures it by wrapping the affected area 'with his yarn' (rgapiı " r ıo r ı z -

r N t neyrazirı, a possible allusion to dressing the area with strips of wool or doth. To try

to shed light on what kind of ailment it could be, the mentian of MUS "snake" is not to be

overlooked.

14 For 'purifying fire', also involving fumigations, in the Hittite and Mesopotamian world, see Mouton (2006).

15 See Brandolini (2011: 57-58, table n. 9; 75-76, table n. 11) with some examples; for the use of fumigations in

the ancient word see particularly Fischer-Rizzi (2001).

16 See also Hoffner (1987: 271-287); Miller (2010: 83-89) with literature.
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The disease known asqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAHerpes Zoster, whose symptoms include a strong burning sensation,

erythema (redness ofthe skin) and pain, usually in the lumbosacral region, is an illness that is

well known nowadays as 'shingles".

Some Latin and Greek authors speak about diseases with symptoms similar to those deseri-

bed above. In Latin texts same diseases with these symptoms were called ignis sacer "sacred

fire"; ancient Greek texts speak about herpes esthiomenos "herpes devouring". The actual

scientific name, herpes zoster, is derived from the Greek Iemmas herpes, which refers to

herpein "to crawl, to snake" and zona "beit", with the allusion to the normal course of herpes

involving the waist. It is 'like a snake of fire nestling in the body' and gradually wrapping itself

around the waist like a beit, snaking along the skin. It is not surprising that in Latin text s her-

pes zoster is called cingulum "beit" (C. Gelmetti, 20102
: 71 and n. 46).

Pliny the Younger speaks about one of these diseases, perhaps of herpes zoster: Ignis sacer

plura sunt genera, inter quae medium hominem qui zosterKJIHGFEDCBAa p o e l ta tu r " , Celsus deseribes a

symptom of ignis sacer, characterized by ulcers and high heat: Sububricundum aut mixtum

rubore atque pallore, pustulae continuae, rubor cum c a ıo r e " : Only after Hippocrates in Gre-

ece was herpes zoster referred to as simply zoster, distinguishing it from the other 'burning

pains'. These types of diseases were very comman and diffuse in antiquity, and sametimes

widespread infection spread real epidemics .

In antiquity one of the most common 'burning pains' was ergotism. It was caused byeating

foods made by grains infected by 'horns', protuberances of up to 5 or 6 cm, like horns. These

'horns' are caused by fungi that attack the seeds in unseasonable weather, such as intense

and prolonged humidity and low sunlight. This fungus, called ergot, was the main vehicle of

ergotism in northern and north-east Europe from the Middle Ages untillS00 ca.

Whatever the case, in antiquity and in the context of popular beliefs, herpes zoster and

similar skin diseases were associated with the image of a snake, as can alsa be seen in a

passage from an Anglo-Saxon treatise on faik medicine: ii ••• people in Great Britain who

have seen the disease serpent when exhibiting himself in the annoying i/lness cal/ed shing-

les. One physician suffered so extremely as in moments of excessive pain to touch the rough

scales of the imagined serpent with his t ıa n d '? " . Anather example is a treatment practiced

by Native American Indians in what is now lllinois, who used to wrap a snake skin around

the sic k (Hatfield, 2004: 307).

17 In Italian this disease is known as 'Fuoco di S. Antonio". Really with 'Fuoco di S.Antonio' are denoted a great

number of skin diseases,all called 'burning pains' forthe sharp physical burning pain and forthe accompanying
red rash, similarly to the many ailments defined by English word 'shingles'. Among the diseases known as
'shingles' are alsa erysipelas, ergotism and anthrax, in addition to herpes zoster. Ali have symptoms that are
more or lesssimilar: strong hat burning and erythema with sores, like a fire that burns the skin. The erythema

was considered an external manifestation of a fire that burns the flesh from inside.

18 De naturale historia, xxvı 74; Gelmetti (20102
: 55).

19 De arte medica, V, 28.4; Gelmetti (20102
: 55). Alreadv Aemilius Macer distinguishes between ignis sacer and

herpes zoster; but the fact that Celsus confuses herpes zoster with other sirnllar diseases, shows that the

difference was not completely understood. Columella alsa defines anthrax as ignis sacer (De Re Rustica, L.Xll,
L. Vii, 5 est etiam insanabilis ignis sacer, quam pusulam vocant pastares).

20 Lack (1883: 10), Italian translation in Gelmetti (20102
: 71 f. and. nn. 47-48). The description of faik medicine in

Black's preface is interesting, p. "Folk-Medıcirıe" comprehend charms, incantations, and traditional habits and

custom relative to the preservation of health and cure of disease.... The mention of charms and incantations

clearly brings magic rituals to mind.
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In theqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAhistariola of KUB 4 3 .6 a be e, an eagle and a snake are mentianed. The first two alsa

appear together in other texts: in the versions of the myth of the Disappearing gad with

Telipinu or the Storm gad as p r o t a g o n i s t " : theyalsa appear in the so-called 'Journey of the

saul after death' (KUB 4 3 .6 0 , CTH 4 5 7 ) perhaps looking for a saul (Archi, 2 0 0 8 : 1 7 0 - 1 9 5 ) . The

eagle alone appears in the 'Foundations ritual' (CTH 4 1 4 ) (Vs. I 5 0 - 5 3 , to seek kuies osaru!

'those who are'; Vs. ii 3 9 - 4 1 to seek kinupi) (Marazzi , 1 9 8 2 : 1 1 7 - 1 6 9 ; see alsa Francia, 2 0 1 2 :

7 9 - 1 0 5 ) . The snake comes together with the eagle, but not with the bee, in the 'Conjuration

of Binding' (CTH 3 9 0 A, KBo 3 . 8 + , Rs. III 6 - 8 ) , as a 'bearded snake' (samankurwadus MUSHI.A

-us ); in the myth of the 'Fisherman and the cow' (CTH 3 6 3 , KUB 2 4 .7 ,6 8 III - IV 2 8 ) the two

animals are mentioned together in an unclear ritual passage.

The eagle, bee and snake are alsa mentioned together in an omen (KUB 5 3 .5 0 I 1 ff.) (Collins,

1 9 8 9 : 2 2 3 f.). The snake, due to its physical characteristics, cannot be an animal "designated

to search"; whereas, the bee and the eagle have an aerial view of the world. The bee, thanks

to its smail size, can creep in ravines and the eagle has the privilege of possessing particularly

acute s i g h t " , while the snake, crawling on land, is not suitable for this task.

In Hittite literature the bee is generally considered a positive figure: it is the helper of deities,

as in the search for the vanished gad; it is associated with Hannahanna. the Anatolian mother

goddess, protectress of b i r t h s " . The three animals are mentioned in KUB 4 3 .6 2 , for different

reasons: while the eagle and the bee are mentioned by associatian with the mythological

the me of the Disappearing gad, the snake could be cited because it is the symbol of pabbur,

the illness itselfthat must be expelled. In this histariola the snake appears immediately after

the representation of the anger of pahtıur and its hiding, sneaking / slipping (ulestat) in the

night, is likened to the animal's behavior: II 5 ff. "The fire is angry, the son of the Sun gad, and

it happened that is sneaked / slipped into the night, like a snake". The comparison between

the fire and the snake is then suggested by the disease itself that must be removed: the ill-

ness (pabbur) is associated with the snake, and as such, slinks away vanishing into the night.

The subsequent description, with the snake wrapping itself around the roots of the tree, the

bee f1ying around the trunk and the eagle sitting on its branches, is a naturalistic framework

suggested by the mentian of the animals, depicted according to their normal lifestyle: the

bee f1ies at law altitude, and so it is in the middle of the trunk, the snake is attached to the

earth, and therefore it is at the roots of the tree, the eagle f1ies high, and is on its branches.

The mentian of the three animals in this text should not be read allegorically with an esc-

hatalogical meaning. The snake that sneaks into the night, is the metaphorical depiction of

burning pain, which hides in the area around the lumbar region of the patient, and that the n

goes away. The bee and the eagle, mentioned immediately afterwards, are recalled byallusi-

on, suggested by implied comparison with the myth of the Disappearing gad.

21 With Telipinu as protagonist: Pecchioli Daddi (1990: 79-80), version i; eadem (1990: 84) version ii; only the sec-

tion with the bee is preserved from version iii, eadem (1990:86); with the Storm god of the sky as protagonist:

eadem (1990: 96-98); the Storm god of Lihzina, eadem (1990: 102), and perhaps also in the myth ofthe Storm

god of the scribe Pirwa, where only the eagle is mentioned, eadem (1990:106).

22 In the following passage, for example, the eyes and the view of the eagle are attributed to the statue of the

Sun god: KBo 21.22, 27' IG[IHLA-SU-WO tI]o-o-ra-no-[os (28') [nu-wo tlo]-o-ra-ni-Ii sa' -<ku>-i[s-ki-iz-zi / "his

eyes < are> of eagle ( 28') [ and] he see like [an e]agle !

23 Popko (2003: 66) believes that the bee in the rituals has a negative connotation; its mention in KUB 43.62

could allude to its three different spheres of influence: the earth, sky and underworld.
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In conclusion, thisqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAhistariola is a sart of exhortation to a burning pain like fire, that is, to

shingles, portrayed here by the snake, to abandan the sick person. One must remember that

a fine line separated magic from medicine in antiqultv": this is a magical ritual performed to

treat a patient's physical disease. If it is, as supposed, herpes zoster, it is interesting that its

manifestations are associated with fire and the serpent in Hittite, just as theyare represen-

ted in other cultures. Finally, the historiola shows the Hittites' versatility in using well known

mythologems, adapting them each time to different needs.ZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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